Reader’s Guide
Tips for reading & discussing an
inclusive picture book

My Sister, Daisy

Written by Adria Karlsson, illustrations by Linus Curci

Love. Understanding. Acceptance.
Daisy’s older brother is excited to have a new sibling for a best buddy. They play together all the
time. But one day, his younger sibling reveals that she is a girl, not a boy like everyone thought
she was, and would like to be called Daisy. In this sweet story, her older brother realizes change
isn’t always scary, and Daisy is the same person he has always loved.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Adria Karlsson based this story on
her children’s experience. When
her daughter socially transitioned,
Adria found direction and support
from local LGBTQIA+ community
and hopes that “My Sister, Daisy” will
pay it forward to other communities
hoping to support kids like Daisy.
Currently residing in Massachusetts,
Adria spends her time writing,
reading, and parenting.
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Linus Curci is a freelance illustrator
and professional screen printer
from Philadelphia where he lives
with his dog Bowie. Linus is also
transgender, like Daisy, but he
wasn’t able to fully transition and
be who he really is until young
adulthood. He finds his inspiration
in colors, memories and textures.
He received his BFA from Moore
College of Art and Design.

Tips and Suggestions for Reading

My Sister, Daisy
The illustrations in picture books often relay just as much
information as the text to young readers. As such, think of
this book as an experience to share with students, instead
of a story to tell. Slowing your pace and allowing students
to study the illustrations on each page will keep students
more engaged and deepen their comprehension. With each
spread, give students time to study and point out details
they enjoy about each picture—don’t be afraid to share your
own thoughts to inspire conversation! When you think it will
clarify a point, connect text to its accompanying artwork
using your finger.
Previewing picture books can help you anticipate questions,
areas of confusion, and reactions that students may have
so you can prepare your responses. My Sister, Daisy covers a
sensitive subject with compassion, and students may have
questions as you read. Don’t be afraid to pause and answer
their questions before moving on. Students may otherwise
continue pondering their questions as you continue reading—causing them to miss out on learning from the narrator’s and his parents’ kind and loving reactions. The narrator
in this book experiences a broad range of emotional states
as he processes his sister’s announcement. To help readers
get a sense of that, imbue your voice with each of the
emotions that he experiences as he expresses them.
Take time to ask students questions, too, to ensure they
understand the material you’re sharing, and keep them
actively involved with the reading in a purposeful way. Your
questions should require students to use higher level reading
strategies, such as inferring, making connections, and
analyzing. Asking students to elaborate on their answers can
help your discussion not only clarify any confusion about the
story, but also transform and deepen their understanding of
the overall topic.

BEFORE READING
•

Encourage text-to-self connections by asking students to
share things they enjoy doing with their siblings, and what
they love about them. Siblings relationships can look lots
of different ways - but the bond between Daisy and her
brother is very strong. They aren’t only siblings, they’re also
best friends.

•

Read the title aloud, and allow them to analyze the book’s
cover. Ask students to make predictions by asking questions like, Read the title again. Who do you think the story is
going to be about? (a girl named Daisy) Who do you think is
telling the story? What makes you think that? (Daisy’s sibling,
because the title is about “My Sister,” Daisy.) Next, draw
students’ attention to the art. Ask, Who do you think these
kids are? How can you tell? (Daisy and her sibling; because
the title mentions Daisy as someone’s sister). Do you think
they’re having a nice time together? Why or why not? What
are they doing? (They look like they’re relaxing, one of them
is drawing.) Point out to students how much information
they’ve pulled from just the title and cover art.

•

Before beginning, explain to students why you chose to
share this story. Explain that the author wrote this book
based on her own family’s experience, in which the whole
family had to adapt to a very big change—one that is
unfamiliar to Daisy’s big brother at first. Let them know
that they will learn more about the real-life big brother
and sister that this story is based on, after you’ve finished
sharing the book.

•

This book is a great learning tool for discussing empathy
and compassion, and practicing social-emotional skills. Be
prepared for students to share their thoughts and feelings,
and to help students navigate any disagreements with
respect. Remind students that your classroom is a place of
inclusion and kindness for everyone.

•

An essential element of this story is the love the family
feels for Daisy, and how that love helps her older brother as
he learns about something he doesn’t understand. Draw
students’ attention to examples of this kindness in both the
text and the illustrations as you read. Tips are offered on
how to do so in the While Reading section.

Always ask:
•
•
•

What does the picture tell you about how the
narrator is feeling?
How do the pictures help you understand the
words you are reading?
What do you think is happening in this picture?
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WHILE READING
•

Open the book to the title page, and call students’ attention to the illustration. Ask, Which child do you think
is Daisy? How can you tell? (Students may answer that the child in the dress is Daisy.) Is her brother older, or
younger? How can you tell? (Her brother is older. She is trying to see if she’s as big as him, and she is not.)
Remind students to look to illustrations, not just the text, for extra details as you read the story.

•

As you begin reading, establish that the text moves from the left page to the right, and top to bottom. Some
spreads will have text on both pages, so this is a basic literacy skill for children to practice.

•

Read pages 3-4 to students, and share the artwork. Invite
inference: What can you tell about the narrator’s family
through this illustration? (He is very close in age to his sibling;
his family consists of his mom, dad, him, and the new baby.).
Point out that art can also reveal more about feelings than
words. Say, Everyone in this picture is so happy! They must
have been very excited about the new baby. You can even
see that the dad was using his phone to take video! Model
making an inference: I bet this is the first time the babies
met. If time permits, ask students who have younger siblings
to recall their first meeting and how it felt. Have them compare their first impressions of their siblings with the brother’s
description of the baby as “scrunchy and tiny.”

•

Read the next spread. Then ask students to use the text
and summarize how the narrator played with his newborn
sibling. Ask students to infer from that how he felt about his
newborn sibling. Reread aloud, “I knew you thought I was
funny.” Explain that since the baby couldn’t laugh, he had no
way of actually knowing that; but because he loved the baby
so much, he assumed the baby also loved him. Tell students
that this shows that even before his sibling could play or
speak, the big brother felt that they were close. Challenge
students to study the illustrations and look for other clues
that the text doesn’t reveal about the family or the games
the siblings play together. (They have a dog; He played with
sock puppets to entertain the baby).

•

Read page 7 and discuss it before moving to page 8.
Call attention to the illustrations, and ask, Do you think they
are both having fun together? Why or why not? (Yes. They are
both smiling.) Do you think the younger sibling has learned
to love their big brother as much as he loves them? What
makes you think that? (Yes; they’re snuggled up while they
read together.) Ask students what words they would use to
describe the narrator as a big brother, and to use text or art
evidence to explain their answers. (Loving, kind, protective,
etc). Challenge students to determine the author’s purpose
in sharing the information she has so far: The narrator shares
a lot of stories about how the two kids played. The author
must think that’s important information for readers. Why do
you suppose the author wants us to know how much fun they
had together? What does that tell us about the two of them? (The author wants us to know how much fun they
had together and how much the narrator loves his younger brother. It shows how close they were as siblings
and best friends.)
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•

On page 8, students may have questions. They may point out that the title was about a sister named Daisy, but
the narrator refers to this sibling as his brother. Take time to explain what transgender means for those who
may not know it: Sometimes babies are assigned a sex at birth that does not match the gender they are. People
look at a baby and say “boy” or “girl,” but when a child is old enough to know, they can tell people their actual
gender. Sometimes, that isn’t the same as what they were assigned when they were born. Daisy was assigned
male at birth. People looked at her as a baby and thought she was a boy. But now that Daisy is old enough
to explain, she can tell people she is a girl. She knows best who she is and that isn’t the same as what people
thought when she was born.

•

Ask students what questions they may have, and answer them. Normalizing a segment of the population
that has been ostracized begins with language. The conversation around this topic should not be strained or
awkward, but factual and compassionate. We don’t know exactly why people feel like boys, girls, both a boy and
a girl, or neither a boy nor a girl. Gender is complicated like that! But we do know that each person knows best
who they are and what gender suits them best. We also know that sometimes this changes. For some people it
can change slowly, sometimes every day, sometimes only once, and sometimes never. The important part is that
we listen to people when they tell us who they are.

•

Once students are satisfied with your explanation, allow them to predict the change that Daisy’s brother must
learn to accept (his brother is a girl named Daisy). Ask for a show of hands for who was surprised by this revelation—and use their response to draw students closer to the main character. Encourage connection with the
narrator by asking them to empathize with how surprised he may have felt.

•

Pause in reading to allow students to see how the author was able to pull off this surprise. Turn back to page 3
and reread the text, pointing out that the author never refers to the new baby as he, she, they, or as a brother or
sister. Not until page 8 is it revealed that Daisy was assigned male at birth.

•

Share pages 9-10 with students. Then, instruct them to study
the page closely and look for clues about the setting. Where
are the siblings when Daisy tells her brother that she is a girl?
(In a treehouse). Challenge students to look for more details
to infer information not provided in the text. Do you think it’s
the first time they’ve visited this tree house? What clues did
you use to make that inference? (No, the illustration shows
that there is art hanging up that they may have done during
an earlier visit.). Point out that the narrator says, “something
changed.” Lead a discussion about what has changed, and
what seems to be the same as before for the narrator. Write
answers where students can see them to demonstrate
that actually, more has remained the same. (Changed: his
brother told him she is a girl; The same: they are still playing,
still having fun, doing the same things they always do). Help
students realize that Daisy is still the same person she has
always been. Now, she is just sharing new information about
who she is.

•

Read the text aloud to students, in a slow, thoughtful voice. Use your finger to read the text in the upper panel
of page 11, before the lower panel. Point out that the order in which the text appears on the page matches the
sequence of thoughts in the narrator’s mind. Ask students, Why do you think the narrator is thinking about these
things? (He is trying to understand how Daisy knows she’s a girl.) Draw students’ attention the brother’s dress,
and connect it to the text in which he reflects that he also has friends that are girls, and that anyone can have
long hair. Point out how similar Daisy and her brother are, still.
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•

On the next spread, give students time to study the
siblings’ expressions. Ask, Do you think the brother is having
feelings about the new information he has learned about
his sibling? Why or why not? What specific feelings do you
think he is having? (The brother is smiling and they are still
playing and enjoying each other’s company.) Point out
that the narrator has a friend who is both a boy and a girl,
and that this is possible, too. Ask, Why do you think Daisy
wants to use ‘she’ and ‘her’? (Because those are pronouns
usually used for girls, and she is a girl.)

•

On the next spread, the narrator continues to question
Daisy’s certainty about being a girl, and Daisy responds
that she is a girl. Pause here, and ask students to put
themselves in the narrator’s shoes. How would they react
to a friend or sibling that told them they were a boy/
girl/both/neither? Allow students to share. Ask guiding
questions to heighten social-emotional awareness, such
as Would that change affect your relationship? Would you
be worried your friend (or sibling) might change? Do you
think it would be harder for your friend, or for you and others around them to adapt? Guide them to see that in this
book, the narrator and his sister both work to understand
how Daisy knows who she is, but they are also patient
with each other. Model wondering why the narrator keeps
asking his sister all these questions. (Maybe he is trying to
understand how she knows she’s a girl. Does he want her
to still be the brother he thought she was?)

•

At the bottom of page 16, the narrator accepts his sister’s
identity and makes sense of it in a way he can understand.
Assess student comprehension by asking volunteers to
explain how the narrator feels now, and what he thinks of
what his sister has said. Say, We won’t always understand
what someone we love is thinking or feeling. But we can
always use our love to support them.
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•

On pages 17-18, before reading, draw students’ attention
to the colors the illustrator uses. Explain that the bright,
happy colors are intentional. Because they are happy
colors, they let the reader know that this is a happy family.
Tell students that many design and art choices are made
to reinforce what a text says, or to add details that the
writer doesn’t include in the text. After reading the spread,
ask students to compare and contrast Daisy’s parents’
reactions with her older brother’s. Ask students to think
about each reaction. Ask, How do you think Daisy felt when
her father called her by her new name? (Good, proud,
accepted). Draw students’ attention to her brother, who
has a book, but is not reading it. Ask, Why do you think the
illustrator chose to draw him so far away from the rest of his
family? What might it say about how he feels? (He may feel
alone because he didn’t accept what Daisy said as quickly
as his parents did.) Point out that he is holding a book, but
not reading it, and his face looks worried as he watches
what’s happening.

•

Pages 19-20 are pivotal to establishing empathy for
the narrator—on this spread, more than earlier spreads,
he reveals that he is afraid of change. It’s a feeling
everyone can relate to, and a very brave revelation. Take
your time reading this conversation, and let your voice
express the emotion the narrator feels. The cozy image
of being tucked in, combined with the narrator voicing
his fears create a very safe moment for students that
will allow them to connect to the narrator’s feelings and
experiences on a deeper level. Help students to do so
by sharing a moment from your own life that you were
concerned about change and its uncertainty, and make
sure they comprehend that the narrator’s feelings are valid
and normal. You can also compare his feelings to those
experienced by families that move and leave old friends
behind, or when a best friend or a sibling makes a new
friend. We all become afraid that our relationships will
change, and that we will be hurt or lonely. Reinforce the
idea that no one is alone in those feelings.

•

Read pages 21-22. Model surprise at seeing the puppets
and ask students where else they saw those puppets. Turn
back to the beginning of the book, when Daisy was just
a baby, and her brother had made puppets to entertain
her. Ask, What kinds of things made Daisy’s brother more
excited about having a sister? (They played the same
games, she was still the same person, and they still had
fun; He met other families like theirs with transgender
family members). Remind students what transgender
means: being assigned a different sex when you’re born
than the gender you actually are.
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•

Read 23-24 aloud. Ask students to infer from the text who
the Rainbow Kids are (kids with family members who fall
under the LGBTQIA+ umbrella). On the next spread, ask
why her brother would have felt proud for calling Daisy by
her name and using the correct pronouns (He still sometimes missed a brother/thought of her as his brother and
wanted to get it right because he loved her).

•

Use the narrator’s feelings on pages 24-25 as an opportunity to address difficult feelings. Make sure students
understand that they’re natural. Feelings are always valid,
but there are appropriate and inappropriate ways of
expressing them. If time permits, present different situations in which a person reacts inappropriately to difficult
feelings and examples of more appropriate responses.

•

Read the conversation between the narrator and his
parents. Ask, How did the narrator deal with his difficult
feelings? Was his reaction appropriate or inappropriate?
(He spoke with his parents, it was an appropriate reaction.)
Reread aloud his mother’s answer, “But she’s always been
your sister.” Ask students, What does she mean by that?
(The narrator says he misses having a brother, but his
mother helps him understand that he has always had
a sister. The only difference now is how they address
her and how much she feels like her true self.) Instruct
students to compare the illustrations of the parents
talking. What clues can they use to tell how the narrator’s
feelings have changed after speaking with his parents?
Ask students to discuss: How do you handle difficult
feelings like jealousy and fear?
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•

As you read the last spread, point out that the narrator lists
all the things that have not changed since he thought he
had a brother. Then ask, What has changed? (He knows Daisy
is his sister now). Encourage students to elaborate on their
answer until the class concludes that although he knows
she’s his sister now and he uses the words, “she,” “her,” and
“hers,” that change has not affected their relationship.

•

Return to the beginning of the book and review the
narrator’s progression of feelings. Using the illustrations and
his own words, allow students to describe how his feelings
about his sister change throughout the book. Use sequencing words such as first, then, next, and finally.

•

Close the book and ask students to share their thoughts
about the story they just read. What was their favorite part? What did they like least? Make connections by
asking students if the story reminded them of any they had read before, or of any experiences they’d had in
their own lives. Be mindful, while discussing experiences or reactions to any person’s personal news like Daisy’s,
that the conversation does not create fear in a child who may be transgender in the group. Be conscious that
this is not a moment to share stories about a transgender person they may know, and stress that a person’s
gender is private and should only be shared when that person wants to share it. Upon finishing the story, take
time to let students process what they’ve read and think about their feelings before sharing.

AFTER READING
•

Allow time for questions and answers students may have
about the text. When possible, pose questions back to
students before answering: Does anyone have ideas about
what the word may mean? Or Would anyone like to share
how they resolved a difficult feeling with a loved one?
Encourage students to build on each other’s thoughts and
ideas. During discussions, remind students to take turns
speaking, avoid interrupting, and to be respectful when
expressing their own ideas, or evaluating those of their
classmates.

•

Remind students that although this is based on a true
story, it is still a work of fiction and as such contains fictional
elements. Break the plot into its elements: rising action,
climax, and resolution. Explain each: First, the narrator
enjoys playing with his baby “brother” who is his best friend.
Upon learning Daisy is actually a girl, the narrator asks
several questions out of confusion. The climax occurs when
he speaks to his parents, who tell him she’s still the same
person. The resolution occurs as he begins to embrace
having a sister, and realizes that they still have fun and are
best friends. Invite students to collaborate as a group to
choose the picture in the text that best illustrates each of
these stages.
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•

Encourage students to distinguish the main idea from
the theme, or overall message. First, challenge students
to identify each, using evidence from the text to support
their answers. Ask, What is the main idea of this book? (The
narrator learns to embrace and support his sister’s gender
identity). Then ask, What point does the author make about
change? (That change can be difficult, but does not always
happen the way we worry it might.) Lead students to understand the author’s message about love and acceptance
of differences by asking: How does the narrator feel about
his “brother” in the beginning of the book? How does he feel
at the end about Daisy? (He loves Daisy at the beginning,
and at the end.) Point out that the narrator doesn’t entirely
understand Daisy’s announcement, despite trying—reread
page 16, in which the narrator decides it kind of makes
sense, because he knows he is a boy. Ask, Do his feelings
about Daisy change, even when what’s happening doesn’t
make sense to him? (No.). What do you think the author is
saying about people who are different in ways we might not
understand? (That we may not understand our differences,
but we should try to, and we shouldn’t let differences guide
our feelings for other people.) Reinforce the theme by
pointing out the moment in which the narrator attempts to
understand, and treats his sister with love.

•

Read aloud A Note from the Author. You may read the
whole letter, or parts that you find your students will best
understand. Assess comprehension by asking, Why do
you think Adria wanted to write about this experience?
(She wasn’t able to find help for her older son as his sister
transitioned.) Ask students to think about what she means
by the sentence, “I didn’t want my son to see the wrong
models in these stories or assume he was the ‘bad guy’ in
our story.”

•

Be sure not to call attention to any student in the classroom who may be transgender or have a transgender
family member. These details are private and should only
be shared on a transgender person’s own terms.

Respond by Writing, Speaking, and Listening
•

•

•

Write a paragraph or illustrate a drawing that describes a
time you showed empathy or compassion toward someone who was different than you. What did you learn from
getting to know that person? Include descriptive words or
images that will allow readers or viewers to better picture
the situation you describe. Organize your text in chronological order of events, as this book is organized. Use sequencing words like first, then, next, and finally. Before sharing
your narrative with a partner, check for grammar, spelling,
and punctuation mistakes, and edit to correct them.
Work with a partner. Choose a favorite illustration and
describe it in detail on paper. Use descriptive words. Then,
switch descriptions with another group. Use their description to recreate the illustration.

•

Research why pronouns are important, and what they
mean to people who don’t identify as cisgender. Write
a paper arguing that it is important to respect people’s
wishes about their pronouns. Use evidence from your
research and the book to support your argument. You
may use digital and print sources for information. Make
sure your argument is written in an organized manner that
is easy to follow.

•

Place yourself in the author’s shoes. Imagine a reporter
has asked her, Do you think empathy is important? Why or
why not? Working with a partner, take turns answering the
question as she might.

•

Talk about what you learned from reading this book.

Create a graphic that persuades others to demonstrate
kindness and equal treatment of all people. Explain your
image in a paragraph at the bottom. As a class, publish a
book of these pieces. Then, place the book in your school
library and invite other classes to browse through it.

Common Core College and Career Readiness
Anchor Standards (Grades K-12)
Anchor Standards for Reading Literature: R.1-R.7, R.10
Anchor Standards for Writing: W.1, W.3-W.9
Anchor Standards for Speaking/Listening: SL.1-SL.4
Anchor Standards for Language: L.1, L.2, L.5
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CASEL 5 Social-Emotional Learning Framework:
Self-awareness
Social awareness
Self-management
Relationship skills
Responsible decision-making

